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1.

INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence is the replication of human proficiency processes such as language translation,
speech, visual recognition, and virtual decision making by robots and machines. According to Oxford
dictionary, it defines artificial intelligence (AI) as the theory and development of computer systems,
which are able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a branch
of computer engineering, designed to create machines that behave like humans [1]. To create machines with
the capacity to conduct thought processing and produce behavioral responses like human beings requires
a considerable degree of advanced innovation. Artificial intelligence can now derive new methods of
teaching, education and learning, and it may alter the social considerations in ways that indicate new
challenges for educational affiliations. It may be responsible for the amplification of skill differences or
polarization of jobs, or it may become an option for balancing opportunities for knowledge and growth.
From the year 2013, when Frey and Osborne stated that approximately half of US jobs were
at significant risk of becoming programmed, artificial intelligence has been one of the most important
considerations for policymakers [2]. Several researches have replicated and modified the findings provided
in this study, and the general agreement now is that artificial intelligence will drive important changes
in the labor market. Multiple characteristics and emotional intelligence traits that were critical in the past
are becoming automated, and several professions and jobs will become outdated or changed with
the consistent use of artificial intelligence. Furthermore, there have been increasing demands for individuals
trained in artificial intelligence development, resulting in hefty salaries and sign-up charges. China, already
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one of the most advanced countries techno- logically, aims to lead the world in artificial intelligence by
growing an ecosystem of robots and programmed materials worth 150 billion USD by 2030.
The US Department of Defense invested approximately 2.5 billion USD in artificial intelligence
initiatives for the year 2017, and private investments overall have possibly exceeded 20 billion USD per year.
In 2018, there were more than 1200 artificial start-ups in Europe [3], and the European Commission aims to
increase public and private associations in the EU artificial intelligence domains by at least 20 billion Euros by
the end of year 2020. For particular functions, artificial intelligence already surpasses human capabilities.
In 2018, having completed only about one month of system development, academics at Stanford were able to
use AI to highlight 14 different teaching methods which could be utilized for different subjects and topics [4].
In May 2018, Google CEO exhibited his AI system. Duplex programming was capable of autonomously
scheduling telephone appointments, while making people think they were talking to another human being.
While all of its potential, AI is not without critics. One challenge to the dominant learning models applied in
artificial intelligence is that they perceive the world as a repetition of historic events. Most of the functional
categories and notions of success that are implemented in their preparation are supported by humans.
When a machine (which typically refers to a computer), or more generically, a device, imitates
the cognitive functions associated with the human mind (such as solving a problem or learning something in
order to effectively understand and simulate human speech or handwriting, play games (like chess or Go),
drive cars, and find patterns in complex data such as images or videos) we call this human-like faculty
artificial intelligence (AI) [5]. In the 1950s, considered the birth period of AI, Turing tried to define when
a system designed by humans could be called intelligent. He proposed the idea of a human trying to
distinguish between a conversation with man and one with a machine; if the distinction was not detectable,
it iss an intelligent system, or a system with artificial intelligence (AI) built into it. In 1956 John McCarthy
proposed that the study of artificial intelligence be based on the fact that every aspect of learning can in
principle be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it [6]. Popenici and Kerr [7]
propose a basic definition of AI as computing systems that are able to engage in human-like processes such as
learning, adapting, synthesizing, self-correction and use of data for complex processing tasks. One
prospective area of AI is machine learning (ML) where the computer learns from experience how to behave
in new situations that are not explicitly instructed by the programmer or built into the software. This could
involve tasks like weather prediction; face recognition or student categorization into closely related persona.
A recent instance of ML is the AlphaGo developed by DeepMind at Google which defeated the human world
champion at Go, a complex board game of strategy [8].
According to [9] the application of artificial intelligence in educational contexts may provide insights
into how learning and teaching take place and possibly transform the way knowledge is evaluated in the system.
It may also have a role in reorganizing classrooms or completely outdating them; the process can also enhance
teaching efficiency or compel students to consider the role of human agency in probable outcomes. The 21st
century is possibly a good time to initiate the thinking process as to what artificial intelligence could indicate for
teaching, education and learning. The arrival of AI in our everyday life has made it almost impossible to avoid
the pressing debate concerning its future role in teaching and learning. The outcome of this sensitive debate
is ultimately set to determine what kinds of choices our present and future universities will have at their
disposal with regard to higher education. It is becoming more and more evident that the future of higher
education is intimately connected to the developments of new intelligent technologies and powerful
computing capacities of the new millennium.
Kandlhofer et al. [10] argue that AI will form a very important part of education in the future, right
from kindergarten level up to the universities, where possible content could include approaches to learning
agents (tools that are capable of learning from experience) such as logic-based learning, knowledge-based
systems or reinforcement learning, as well as decision trees and neural networks. Advances in AI have
opened a host of new possibilities and at the same time revealed serious challenges for learning
and teaching in modern higher education. The shift of the mode of teaching to a technology-dependent
paradigm can potentially change the internal architecture of educational institutions or fundamentally transfer
their governance from a body of able- minded persons to a system of interconnected computers
and teaching or administrative software tools hooked to cloud.

2.

STATE-OF-THE-ART OF AI IN EDUCATION
The future of higher education in terms of artificial intelligence is of substantial consequence.
There are new technologies developing daily which integrate assistance from advanced, competent machines.
In this field, progressions in artificial intelligence provide endless possibilities and consequences for learning
and teaching in higher education, with the capacity to essentially alter governance and infrastructures
of institutions. Education is an intricate and dynamic process, which comprises different goals and objectives.
Artificial intelligence in education and assessment methods (Saad Harous)
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AI is clearly progressing with giant steps, perturbing facets of higher education on an unprecedented scale,
not only transforming the way in which students learn, but also remodeling the entire architecture
and landscape of education, particularly the universities.
2.1. IBM Watson supercomputer
One example of artificial intelligence deployed in a higher education institution is the supercomputer
Watson from IBM. Watson is an IBM supercomputer that combines artificial intelligence (AI)
and sophisticated analytical software for optimal performance as a ―question answering‖ machine.
The supercomputer is named for IBM‘s founder, Thomas J. Watson, and it is currently advising students at
an Australian University whenever any help is needed, at any time, accessible from any place, on topics
ranging from car parking to submission of assignments [11]. Watson is reported to work on a wide range of
different machine learning algorithms where both shallow and deep knowledge like neural network (NN)
are integrated by balancing the use of strict and shallow semantics. Interestingly, none of the individual
components give the final answer, rather each of the components suggest features and their level of
confidence, while an underlying sub- layer learns how to compile and combine them. While the nature of
Watson‘s services may be argued to be more comprehensive and derivative rather than innovative or
revolutionary, its impact on the quality of services, and the inevitable reduction in the demands on
the administrative workforce is already amply evident. Interestingly, as universities strive to find viable
solutions to fight their reduced budgets, AI comes in as a ready solution in hand.
2.2. Brain-computer interface (BCI)
Another facet of this automation of education involves the brain-computer interface (BCI). BCI
is a collaboration between a brain and a device that enables signals from the brain to direct some external
activity, such as control of a cursor or a prosthetic limb. The interface enables a direct communications pathway
between the brain and the object to be controlled [12]. BCI is working hand in hand with artificial
intelligence, which seems to open grand new possibilities toward rethinking (or perhaps even replacing)
the role of the teacher in the learning process. Steps toward replacing teachers with teacher-bots is no more
a fiction, but a crossroad where we are standing at present [13, 14]. As an example, a BCI device is capable
of measuring the extent to which a student is following or staying focused on the learning tasks
provided [15, 16]. Gonzales et al. [16] have used ANOVA to analyze EEG data obtained directly from
subjects‘ brains through NeuroSky MindWave devices attached to their heads. It is reported that
the concentration patterns of creative, debugging and systematic programming tasks are quite different in
time and intensity. Ehsan et al. [17] used an encoder-decoder network to generate relevant natural language
explanations for any given action and locate them along the dimensions of confidence, human likeness,
adequate justification, and understandability. The encoder and decoder are both recurrent neural networks
(RNN) comprised of gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells.
2.3. Teacher-robots
A more advanced use case was reported from a US University, where a teaching assistant (TA)
was about to be nominated for the outstanding TA award. This was an evident reflection of how the TA best
met the expectations and secured the highest evaluation from students. To everyone‘s surprise, the TA Jill
Watson is a teacher-bot, the virtual teaching assistant built on the IBM Watson platform [18]. Jill Watson 1
was developed using the IBM Blue mix tool suite, using an episodic memory of questions and their answers
from previous episodes. In the second and third generations, the design of Jill Watson 2 & 3 steadily moved
from using an episodic memory of previously successful question-answer pairs to using semantic processing
based on conceptual representations. A teacherbot is essentially a complex algorithm, which acts as
an interface to provide personalized education through artificial intelligence. It supplies highly customized,
adaptive educational content to students and provides appropriate supervision and guidance to teachers as
well as students and scholars. Teacher-bots may be defined as machine-based software or hardware that
assumes the role traditionally performed by a teaching assistant in organizing information and providing fast
answers to a wide set of predictable questions [7].
2.4. Virtual learning companion (VLC)
Coming back to Turing‘s definition of intelligence, a virtual learning companion (VLC) such
as an automated but intelligent teaching assistant needs to be able to simulate human-like behavior so that
its inter- actions with students appear realistic and believable. A Curious Companion proposed by Wu
et al.[19] aims to provide personalized content to students in a virtual learning milieu. The authors adopted
the matrix factorization (MF) in a class of collaborative filtering algorithms used in recommender systems.
Matrix Factorization algorithms work by decomposing the user-item interaction matrix into the product of two
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lower dimensionality rectangular matrices. MF algorithms have been shown to perform well for
recommender systems, especially when the data is sparse. It is a method for measuring user preferences,
wherein experimental results reveal that the incorporation of social curiosity information significantly
improves the precision, coverage, and diversity of recommender systems. By noting and analyzing every
student‘s progress, the intelligence of the companion lies in finding out which learning materials would
arouse curiosity in the student‘s mind, maintain interest and flow in learning, and avoid distraction.
A similar ‗remembrance‘ companion [20] could help learners manage a huge volume of information
and knowledge. The data is first stored in the episodic memory, and then gets a more consolidated form
in the semantic memory of the companion akin to ways in which humans organize and retrieve information
in their memory. When a student is stuck on a question, the companion provides the most relevant episodes
in the episodic memory or nearest concepts in its semantic memory to extend help in answering the question.
The intelligent agent is modelled as a multi-class classification problem for episodes, with each concept
representing a class label. Possible over- dependence of a student on the companion is addressed through
progressive interaction with a series of more and more explicit hints until the student is able to recall
the exact information required. Another learning companion, Bettys Brain, helps students to integrate their
knowledge [21]. By using the learning-by-teaching approach, and through clustering similar students‘
behavior through coherence analysis into five distinct clusters, the Bettys Brain model has improved its
ability to understand the different nature of difficulties that students face. Additionally, an open-ended
learning environment helps prepare the students for future learning by developing and applying
metacognitive strategies for setting goals and subsequently developing plans to achieve those goals. Carnell
et al. [22] tried to predict the success of medical students in interviewing virtual patients to know their diet
and eating habits or history of present illness through different machine learning algorithms such as: Naive
Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors, Logistic regression, support vector machine (SVM), CART, and Bayesian Rule
Lists. In a similar study [23] Mathematics and Business Management students in a University were studied,
and the final score of students were predicted before participating in the final examination using a neural
network (NN) modeled with radial basis functions. Quite a few students identified in the weak zone,
and suggestions proposed for improvement. Acknowledged theories of education are utilized by VLCs by
implementing learning through teaching or argumentative learning, where VLCs can help learners by
organizing the accumulated information in the form of coherent knowledge through fruitful discussions or
effective summarizations [24]. Modelling a learning path for course introductions (e.g. the Human-Computer
Interaction course, where the syllabus is not fully defined, or where individuals may be perceived to have
different learning paths) has been constructed using the software Goal Net, which was created
and copyrighted by the authors [24].
2.5. Massive open online course (MOOC)
With the potential to reach a huge section of learners across the globe, MOOCs have become
an important tool in higher education today. The leader in online teaching, edX defines a MOOC at their
extended website mooc.org as free online courses available for anyone to pursue, providing an affordable and
flexible way to learn new skills and advance one‘s career through quality educational experiences at scale [25].
Although MOOC is not an AI technology, it is a platform where AI may be applied In a MOOC, predictive
models of student behavior can support multiple aspects of learning, including instructor feedback and timely
intervention. MOOCs currently follow classroom-teaching patterns, from the delivery of course content to
selecting exercises, conducting tests and evaluating progress, with pre-determined components for
an anonymous student to fit in mechanistically. A criticism of this method is that it leaves little scope for
individuality, creativity or critical thinking [24]. Another allegation directed against MOOCs is their inability
to provide sufficient hands-on exercises to help learners develop practical skills from the taught theories
and concepts [26]. Another study reports high dropout rates in case of many MOOCs [27], where three
different kinds of predictive analysis were performed to study the dynamics of dropouts.
Adopting new technologies for higher education needs to be explored, and the future of a world where
AI is part of the fabric of universities must be predicted. Clearly, it is challenging to adopt these technologies
for teaching, learning, student support, and administration. However, their capability in measuring the extent
to which a student is following or staying focused has clear potential to benefit both students and teachers
in understanding each other either, in better relating the lessons, and by improving the assessment of students
in higher education courses. Unable to answer 10,000 questions from students each semester, Ashok Goel
planned to employ the virtual TA to be able to answer nearly half of all questions asked by students in
a medical education course. The students interviewed several virtual patients about their diet and eating
habits and history of present illness, and the success of the students in the interview was predicted with
the help of several ML algorithms. The MOOC platform provided support for personalizing of learning,
richer interaction opportunities and analytics. Firstly, a linear regression analysis was used to gain an overview
Artificial intelligence in education and assessment methods (Saad Harous)
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of how MOOC enrolments and completion rates were changing over time. Secondly, a multiple regression
analysis was carried out to explore the combined effects of factors such as course length, start date
and assessment type, on the completion rate of the courses following a Box-Cox transformation in each case
to ensure that the residuals follow a normal distribution. Thirdly, a graphical visualization helped to reveal
the week-by-week changes in participation of students in the courses either through attending later level
programs or through submission rates of assignments. Noting the volume, variety and velocity of information
generated by MOOCs, and acknowledging it as big data. Santur et al. [28] used a host of different algorithms
(such as: linear regression for statistical tests, singular value decomposition for dimension reduction, k-means
for clustering, random forests for classification and finally multi-layered neural networks for deep learning
and building the model) to improve the content of MOOCs. The application of AI in MOOCs is not always
straightforward. The main reason is likely to be that current MOOC teaching focuses on standardization
rather than personalization. An interesting study on improving MOOC courses [24] proposes to analyze
tailored learning paths and their respective outcomes vis-a`-vis individual students‘ backgrounds (data which
MOOC platforms already possess) through machine learning. Such analyses could inform educational
researchers, businesses, and policy makers on how to personalize the learning trajectory of students coming
from different ethnic or educational backgrounds in the cases of particular courses. Table 1 summarizes
the most important works reviewed in this section.

Table 1. Summary of the important works reviewed
Ref

Year

[7]

2017

[16]

2015

[17]

2019

[18]

2016

[22]

2019

[24]

2017

Topic/Method
Features
Extensive research on the past experiences and current Adopting new technologies for higher education
status of the application of AI in higher education
are explored; future of a world where AI is part
of the fabric of universities is predicted. Some
challenges in adoption of these technologies for
teaching, learning, student support, and administration
is pointed out.
Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) devise, NeuroSky‘s Capability of measuring the extent to which a student
Mind wave, employing EEG signals from human brain
is following, or staying focused on the learning tasks
he/she is provided
An encoder-decoder network was developed using The explicability of narrations generated automatically
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) based on Gated through this application can benefit both student and
Recurrent Units (GRU) to explain moves in a way teachers in understanding each other either in better
understandable to humans
relating the lessons, or by improving the assessment
of students in higher education courses.
Georgia Tech‘s News Center reports the employment of a Unable to answer 10,000 questions from students each
virtual TA Jill, based on IBM‘s Watson platform
semester, Ashok Goel planned to employ the virtual TA
to be able to answer nearly half of all questions asked
by students
Several classifiers, viz. Naıve Bayes, k-NN, SVM, CART The students interviewed several virtual patients about
and Bayesian Rule Lists utilized to assess students on their diet and eating habits and history of present
their interviews of virtual patients in a medical course
illness, where the success of the students in
the interview was predicted with the help of several
ML algorithms
Offers perspective on how advances in AI may enhance MOOC platform supports for personalizing of learning,
learning and research on MOOCs; assistants to offer richer interaction opportunities and analytics
personal attention to learners

3.

EFFECTIVE COURSE ASSESSMENT
Effective course assessment can be defined as the techniques, strategies, instruments, and tools for
the collection of knowledge and information to measure the extent to which students represent and project
required learning outcomes. This is possibly the most effectual and integrated aspect of online and offline
education. Course assessment is significant because it is known to have a supportive influence on learning
and provide a sense of the quality of learning taking place in a classroom setting. According to
the explanations provided by [29], course assessment is the sequential collection and analysis of data for
the improvement of student learning and insight development. This definition provides a clear projection of
the essential functionality of student assessment in the learning and teaching process. Student assessments and
evaluations allow instructors to evaluate and quantify the efficacy of their teaching along with the style of
course management and regulation by associating student performance to particular learning objectives. As an
outcome, teachers would be capable of institutionalizing effectual teaching mechanisms and revising failed
ones in their domains.
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Comparing the outcomes and discussions of [30] and [31], it should be mentioned that the course
assessment process is beneficial and effective. The process of course assessment for the measurement
and assessment of student learning is important because it delivers significant feedback to both teachers
and students about the scope and magnitude to which students are consistently fulfilling learning objectives
of the course. In their book Understanding by Design, Wiggins and McTighe [31] provide a framework for
classroom management and knowledge development by emphasizing the fundamental function of
assessment; the term ―backward design‖ has been used in an interrelated manner. According to the authors,
course assessment al- lows teachers to regulate the metrics of measurement for student understanding
and of aptitude, expertise and developmental skills in course learning objectives. They discuss that
an effectual assessment takes into consideration the evidence required to outline and confirm that substantive
learning has followed in the classroom [[31]. Course assessment is so critical in their instructional design
that their strategy has inspired tutors and curriculum planners to initially reflect like an appraiser
before establishing particular lessons and units, and therefore to consider directly how they will determine
if the students have understood the concepts or are essentially capable of delivering similar
theoretical concepts.
3.1. Process of effective course assessment
The process of effective course assessment involves different methods of evaluation consider
by Brown and Knight [32]; these can be applied in the classroom with consistency and regularity.
It is important to take into consideration that these techniques work effectively when learning objectives have
been highlighted in a constructive manner along with suitable sharing and clear articulation to
the students. An effective course assessment includes self-assessment, peer assessment, time-constrained and
examination-based individual assessment. Self-assessment is defined as the process of implementing different
guidelines and approaches for students through which they can measure their own capabilities and academic
attributes. For self-assessment, students are estimated to test both procedures and outcomes of their learning.
While the final evaluation is often performed by the teacher, implementing student assessment in the learning
environment motivates students to excel and test their own educational tendencies along with the practices
that resulted in the final outcome [32]. This kind of assessment leads students to initiate transferable aptitudes
into additional learning areas that incorporate teamwork and group tasks, problem-solving, and critical
rationalization. Various self-assessment logs are produced and cultivated from the data and information of
artificial intelligence, which can lead to successful self-assessment in higher education [32].
Peer assessment is a form of collaborative assessment where students check the work of other
students and have their own functionalities evaluated as well [32]. This aspect of assessment is considerably
articulated in theoretical approaches for adult learning and active learning. Both self-assessment and peer
assessment provide a sense of ownership and accountability in learners. Examinations have generally been
perceived as a remarkable assessment standard in education, specifically in higher education settings such as
colleges and universities [32]. These may involve either formative or summative forms of evaluations
depending on the nature of the course and the learning objectives.
3.2. Efficient course assessment
The underscored purpose of this and the following literature survey sections is to find an alternative
assessment procedure, its impact on classroom instructions, modifications to curriculum planning, student
learning and to obtain or to give input to the higher education teachers perception and assess with as little bias
as possible the implications of various assessment procedures suggested in those models. Brink and Bartz [33]
suggest the change of perception of high school teachers toward formative assessment, while Landry
et al. [34] propose the effective use of peer assessment in the form of comments and feedback in graduate
writing assessments. Ahankari and Jadhav [35] placed confidence in e-rubrics in an effort to align formative
as well as summative assessment tools for assessment of course and program outcomes. Neoman et al. [36]
have tried to evolve a quality assessment model toward achieving quality standards. A model proposed by
Kerdijk et al. studies the effects on the students of self-study time and test performance by contrasting
cumulative versus end-of-the-course assessments [37]. A tool for outcomes assessment, student skill
and course improvement through pre- and post-course student self-assessment was studied by Jamieson
and Shaw [38]. Mandernach [39] has offered a useful synthesis of literature regarding assessment tools
and the assessment of student engagement in higher education in a paper. In the case of information
technology courses, a glimpse of students‘ assessment regarding online versus face to face delivery has been
studied by Said et al.[40]. Sustainable assessment is reviewed in yet another work [41]. A few recent works
deal with AI-powered personalization [24], AI-based assessment systems [42], automatic discovery of skill
models for online courses [43], and students‘ performance with Machine Learning methods [44].
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3.3. Preparing the teachers towards formative assessment
For the preparation of higher education teachers, content knowledge, rather than instructional
methodologies, is the greater focus [45]. In this context, formative assessment becomes an important tool to
facilitate two-way communication between the students and the teacher. Encouraging such modifications
of teachers‘ practices would enable the students to self-assess and utilize available tools to improve their own
learning. Popham [46] discusses statistical concepts of reliability, bias in teaching and ways to interpret
standardized test scores such as percentiles, using a layman‘s approach that enables teachers to grasp
the meaning and significance of these mathematical terminologies. Hosp and Ardoin [47] stress the detailed
procedures for correctly measuring accuracy or fluency of performance, and for choosing appropriate
measures to provide correct and relevant information about the students to instructors. A comprehensive staff
development program is also essential and must be personalized to the needs of each teacher, and furnish
examples of state-of-the-art use of formative assessment on a department by department basis. This means
that the institutional administrations should embrace the culture of formative assessment as standard
operating procedure in all classrooms [33]. Suresh et al. [48] have developed an innovative application called
‗TalkBack‘ to provide a source of feedback to teachers based on the automated analysis of classroom
recordings. The application builds on advances in deep learning for natural language processing and speech
recognition. It automatically analyzes classroom recordings, including an embedded and automated ―talk
move‖ classifier. By providing teachers with a detailed record of the discourse strategies used in their lessons,
the application can dramatically enhance teacher learning and support improvements in their instruction.
3.4. Automating the assessment process using AI
The use of automated assessments can offer detailed and immediate feedback to students related to
their learning progress and can help in identifying the areas in which the students need to improve their efforts.
Hence, MOOC related courses have been using deployed automated assessments for objective testing.
The types of multiple-choice questions, which these assessments employ, tend to be highly reliable when
they are graded and administered by computer [49]. These types of learning environments tend to permit
the instructors to improve their use of multiple choice assessments and enrich the learning experience for their
students. There are also automated essay scoring AI tools, which can be used for subjective evaluations.
These kinds of tools can result in reduced time and costs related to human efforts of rating, interpreting and
reading students‘ work. This process starts with developing a set of training essays, which are scored
by the instructor. Such a process was designed for the MOOC courses offered by EdX, which required
the instructor to manually score 100 essays to ensure that the machine algorithms of could learn to score and
give feedback as well as a human instructor [49].
Hence, based on the use of scoring examples, using the scored examples, the application can learn to
evaluate essays in terms of frequency of work, use of vocabulary, average length of word and grammar.
This shows that based on the training set, the AI develops a statistical model that predicts the scores,
which were human, assigned. There are also more advanced systems, which deploy natural language process
techniques such as semantic analysis, sentiment analysis and summarization of text[48]. In this regard, edX,
which is a nonprofit online course provider cofounded by MIT has developed an automated system of essay
scoring called the Enhanced AI Scoring Engine [50]. Through this system, edX has been making the machine
graders more human-like, because instead of only scoring the essays based on a specific rubric, the software
tends to mimic grading styles of specific professors. This happens because every professor tends to score
essays based on their own criteria. Thus, the system picks up those patterns and assimilates them into their
machine marking. The main aim is to develop an automated version of a professor, which can give feedback
on large number of essays, resulting in improved formative assessments done at a higher speed [50].
Ideally, a course will use a combination of different methods so that each method can do a check on
the other. In case human graders and the system assign different scores, the instructor might be called to giving
an expert opinion [50].
Along with this automated scoring of essays, calibrated peer review is another important application,
which focuses on managing the workflow of the peer review process and tends to score on how well the peer
reviews are performed. This system enables a large number of students to submit their essays, learn about
the critical points that are highlighted by the instructor through a multiple-choice rubric, do a peer review
of the work of their fellow students, self-evaluate their own work and receive feedback from the peers who
have reviewed their work. In terms of the effectiveness of this system, studies have revealed that calibrated
peer review (CPR) enables students to learn the content, which they have written about as well as improve
their specific skills related to writing [51].
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3.5. Student’s assessment through online course vis-a´-vis face to face delivery
Online programs continue to experience growth in enrolment in response to the continued penetration
of communication and information technologies into all sectors of society and the growing needs for qualified
professionals to help users and organizations utilize these technologies. Yet it should be noted that several
studies reviewed by Weber and Lenon [52] showed mixed results in students‘ performance and satisfaction
across different courses and disciplines. While some studies found online courses to be superior, and others
found face-to-face courses to be superior, the majority of studies found no difference in learning outcomes or
students‘ satisfaction between the two course delivery modes [40]. Analysis of various data indicates that
in the overall rating of course quality and instructor performance, course organization has received the highest
ratings in online courses while the instructor‘s performance is perceived to be superior in face-to-face
courses. Additional analysis shows that students have ranked instructor performance as the most important
academic success factor [40]. Said et al. [40] analyzed the data with the SPSS software, using a split plot
factorial ANOVA, which provided useful insights to the existence and degree of interaction between the
course quality indicators and the course structure. One across-the-group factor was chosen to represent the
course structure (on-line delivery or face-to-face delivery) and another across-the-group factor was used for
representing the course quality indicators. However, in some online courses, the role of the instructor might
not be as valuable, since in courses where students are focused on applying their knowledge to case studies,
students in online sections act more independently and may not be as reliant on the instructor as they would
be in face-to-face courses [40]. However, Bergstrand and Savage [53] found that students felt that they
received less respect from the instructors and that enthusiasm, preparedness and skills were important factors
even in online courses. The authors [53] used the hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) to analyze the data,
as this allows evaluation of data that are nested in larger units such as organizations, universities or countries.
Inheriting the ability to incorporate independent variables at both the individual and cluster levels,
their methodology produced a multilevel model to assess the effects of course-level variables, as well as
instructor-level variables on evaluation. They used a full maximum likelihood estimation, conducting the
analyses through the Stata software.
What is important is how to make all courses a meaningful experience for students, regardless
of the mode of instruction. There is room for improvement in delivery methods in both kinds of courses.
Instructors for online courses need to extend their availability and improve their communication with
students. Academic departments can urge their instructors to obtain training on the use of activities and tools
that increase the level of one-to-one and group communication between instructors and students [40].
In face-to-face courses, the instructor‘s presence in the classroom can sometimes reduce the priority given to
other course quality factors such as organizing the course content, pacing the learning and assessment
activities, providing prompt written feedback to each student, and clarifying the learning outcomes
throughout the semester [40].
In spite of the deficiencies in the automatic question answering system of education, the traditional
face-to-face approach to answering questions, both for educators and learners, has been noted as grossly
insufficient in meeting student needs [54]. A mixed deep neural network is constructed based on the long
short-term memory (LSTM) or gated recurrent unit (GRU), in order to learn the deeper characteristics
of a sentence better through deep learning and word2vec approaches.
3.6. Use of AI in sustainable assessment of course
As far as we search in our discussions, we find that whatever sustainability in assessment of courses
has been reached, it is very much reliant on personalized practices of the instructors and the students be
it the outcome of changed institutional organization or be it the upgrading of online course indicators.
For example, Huang et al. [55] have used deep neural networks (DNNs) to develop a model to predict
whether the student would answer each exercise in a video lesson correctly, and was thereby able to
recommend videos that suited the level of the student, and that he/she would be able to follow the best.

4.

CONCLUSION
This paper is a review of the state of the art with respect to artificial intelligence. It has surveyed
the most relevant artificially intelligent applications in education, especially in course assessment.
The progression that is taking place in the field of artificial intelligence tends to offer endless possibilities as
well as consequences for the purpose of learning and teaching in education. This explosion of AI applications
in education is epitomized through many applications such as Jill Watson (a teaching assistant who
successfully answers questions coming from students), MOOCs (modern teaching innovations that provide
personalized learning material for students from different backgrounds using machine learning algorithms),
VLC, BCI, automatic essay scoring and other applications that have been mentioned earlier. In this regard,
Artificial intelligence in education and assessment methods (Saad Harous)
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studies have highlighted that with the progress and advancement in the field of AI, it is expected that the gaps
and inefficiencies in education will ultimately be filled, enabling the educational systems to accomplish more
than what has been achieved to date. It can perhaps be concluded that while no technology has completely
replaced the human touch in teaching so far, artificially intelligent applications have reached far enough in
their ability to carry the essence of existing teaching practices by molding and re-forming them in a more
acceptable and friendly way. This is primarily due to the scalable and powerful features of the new
technology, which make it adaptable to different situations where every individual belongs.
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